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CORRECTION

Correction to: Tweeting about twenty: 
an analysis of interest, public sentiments 
and opinion about 20mph speed restrictions 
in two UK cities
Tushar Semwal1, Karen Milton2*, Ruth Jepson3 and Michael P. Kelly4 

© The Author(s) 2021. Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which 
permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the 
original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were made. The images or 
other third party material in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line 
to the material. If material is not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by statutory 
regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this 
licence, visit http:// creat iveco mmons. org/ licen ses/ by/4. 0/. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication waiver (http:// creat iveco 
mmons. org/ publi cdoma in/ zero/1. 0/) applies to the data made available in this article, unless otherwise stated in a credit line to the data.

Correction to: BMC Public Health 21, 2016 (2021)
https://doi.org/10.1186/s12889-021-12084-x
It was highlighted that in the original article [1] the 

legend of Fig. 2 was erroneously swapped with an in-text 
sentence. This Correction article shows the correct Fig. 2. 
The original article has been updated.
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Fig. 2 An anonymised sample tweet and the corresponding raw text after pre-processing. The blue text in the sample tweet is text that Twitter 
recognises as a handle or hashtag. In the processing steps, the red letters denote the part to be pre-processed while green is the filtered part
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